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Abstract
For localization, the only textual output is not sufficient the need of Machine Translation
unless it is in a usable format. In the Indian scenario, localization as an industry has not
been recognized yet which had led to a lack of Language Standards leading to varied
translation quality. Localization is the process of adapting a product or service to a
particular language, culture, and desired local "look-and-feel" Machine Translation is one of
the most important activities under localization but it is not complete unless it is adapted by
end user in the desired manner. In this paper, we are introducing format retention utility
using "XLIFF" as an important tool to English to Indian Language Machine Translation.
Machine Translation (MT) is the technique of translating source text of input language into
the target language text. This process uses bilingual data set along with other language
assets to frame language and phrase models which are used while translating text in machine
translation. Here, Machine Translation System (MTS) that uses the Tree Adjoining Grammar
(TAG) is considered. Here, the uniqueness and complexity of the task have been discussed. In
this paper, we are proposing a design and architecture to support the system along with
experiments, results and future aspects. It is closely related to the long-term vision of
enabling code to support local, regional, language, or culturally related preferences.
Keywords: Natural language processing, Machine translation, Indian language,
Localization, Standardization, Format extraction and format retention, Rich text format,
HTML, XLS and global XLIFF, Machine translation, Natural language processing, Tree
adjoining grammar, Translation memory

1. Introduction
Localization (shortened to "l10n") is the process of taking a product and making it
linguistically and culturally appropriate to the target locale (country/region and language)
where it will be used and sold. This process becomes effective as document production has
been organized and automated with the use of XMLized form. For better adaptability by enduser, localization companies use a huge variety of file type formats Word, Xls, PDF, and
many more. These file formats are capable to maintain formats like - font face, font color,
font size, indentation, alignments, justification, header and footer to name a few. Along with
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this. maintaining this format after machine translation of the document is the purpose behind
our research.
The motivation behind our work is to examine and implement the essential factor of a
complete localization process of Machine Translation into different language families.
Looking into the Indian environment, we are discussing the English to Indian Language [EIL] Machine Translation System. To overcome the language barriers, it utilizes the
potentiality of a computing system for Machine Translation [MT]. Indian languages belong
majorly to Aryan and Dravidian languages which are flexible free order in Subject-ObjectVerb [SOV] syntactic order whereas the English Language has syntactic order Subject-VerbObject [SVO].
The universal bid for translation is increasing perceptibly in the knowledgeable age
without enough gain in the count of translation professionals. The research and development
in Machine Translation extend to develop at a rapid rate. This has been achieved as the
computational exercises have become dominant along with the internet which stimulates the
multilingual and global community widely. This has accelerated productivity and the
distribution rate of translations. Machine Translation System (MTS) is based on the Tree
Adjoining Grammar (TAG) [18]. Translation Memory (TM) is a popular technology among
translation practitioners since it has come to the market in the 1990s [26].
Being belongs to the different grammatical family, retention of file format after translation
from source to target is a challenging task as format information of source token in input text
is relocated into translated text. Here, XLIFF [8] offers a standard format to accomplish these
exchanges. It provides a mechanism to generate localized files from XML format as required
and panoramically endorse the collaborator specific data formats. XML is meant in such a
way that it is easily understood by humans, and at the same time, it is machine readable [27].
It is a tool-independent and standardized file format that can be used for MTS.
This paper describes the conversion of documents from the source file to XLIFF and back
to the original format. This paper gives a technical overview of format retention using XLIFF,
proposed system design, its different modules and interaction among these. Section-II gives a
study on related work in the area. Section-III describes file formats, difficulty in its retention
in E-IL System and XLIFF as a solution. Section-IV proposes a working model and its
architecture design to support format extraction and rebuilding in Machine Translation.
Section V presents experiments and results on it. The last section concludes the paper with a
discussion on the importance, limitation and future work for localization.

2. Literature review
In today’s business world, customers from all over the world regardless of the size of the
company or organization stipulate a system to have support for multiple languages. Many
organizations and development teams work in globalization and multilingual support, which
enables products and applications to be used in many different languages and countries. It
manages standards on different aspects of information management and technology topics.
Machine Translation in the desired format plays an important role to support this
environment.
The Pan American Health Organization (reHo) aid the exercises of Machine Translation
since 1980 [19]. By processing the required text to be translated by the systems at any time
into smaller chunks a better output quality and performance can be achieved [20]. To have
machine translation, a rule based approach was taken. The translation rules used by the
system are motivated by linguistic considerations. For this, a tree generating system called
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tree adjoining grammar (TAG) was studied which was introduced by Joshi et al. (1975) and
Joshi (1985) [21]. In the TAG algorithm, insertion of the absolute and unbounded quantity of
stuff in the existing tree structure is granted by using adjunction operation [22].
In India, translations from English to Indian Languages is a crucial need that promotes the
development of Machine Translation System [MTS]. In this paper, MTS is implemented
using TAG formalism such that it parses source sentences to generate a target structure that
ultimately can get the target sentence. A TAG is a combination of elementary trees that is
further bifurcated into initial and auxiliary trees. These trees undergo adjunction and
substitution which build derived trees. Based on Part Of Speech (POS) category sequence of a
source sentence, derivation structure is produced [23]. The outcome of this approach structure
alters for Indian languages. The structure of Indian languages conflict grammatically with
English language grammar, it becomes critical to rebuilt a file in the target language.
The translation system can also be forced to store this translated output in the form of
translation memory so that it can be reused for the same translations performed latterly. This
is a renowned technique but it can be achieved via various ways to full-fledge it. This
technique used in MTS is known as Translation Memory (TM). Translation Memory (TM)
technology, has originated in the 1970s and headed on in the 1980s. The development has
swung into a significant monetary entity since the 1990s [25]. The Translation Memory
schemes as a backbone to the multilingual content processing industry.
The need for file formats has been subsisted to have long term retention including
documentation, wide adoption, transparency, self containment and usage within the archival
community. The Internationalization Tag Set5 (ITS) [11] a localization standard released by
W3C for localization engineers to support the internationalization and localization of data and
documents. The RWS Group came up with a need for a file format for machine translation
systems where localized data is supposed to get translated [12]. At the end of 2000, several
companies based in Ireland of localization groups had decided to try and find some common
solution to their problems. XLIFF was established by professionals based in Dublin, Ireland
as an informal group of localization and globalization. Today SAP [7], SDL [8] and
Microsoft[4] have also joined their efforts to get a hierarchical format, recursive
representation of interchange file data and a format that could handle variant translations and
machine translation. As updated by [14], the Data Definition group was thus brought into
existence and they started to work on this issue.
The result of their efforts is XLIFF [9], the XML Localization Interchange File Format. It
is a framework that combines many localization standards in the multilingual information
framework which carries a large amount of metadata. Oracle Corporation [6] uses XLIFF on
Business Intelligence Publisher which provides translations which are for a reporting solution.
Similarly, SharePoint Server [3] uses XLIFF to transport information about a file and its
contents from SharePoint Server to a human translator. ITS2XLIFF(v 0.6) conversion tool
was developed to generate up to date XLIFF files (v 1.2) from XML files for which W3C ITS
rules [15]. A survey[1] has been presented on the use of XLIFF in the Localization Industry
and Academia. Today XLIFF version 1.0 is used in production which was published in 2002
beginning. It was being used to provide more loss-less data interchange between tools and
simplify its extensibility.
The XLIFF version 1.2 [17] (approved as a Specification in February 2008) specifies the
XML Localization Interchange File Format (XLIFF) where localizable data is stored and
carried from one step of the localization process to the other while allowing interoperability
between tools. XLIFF represents a format that can is efficiently handled and modified by
translators in MT. A well-formed document in XML such as an XLIFF file can be displayed
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easily by most web browsers [28]. The XLIFF standards are extended in their structure at
several points which aims just to provide interoperability between different tools [17].

3. File format and XLIFF
Nowadays, Major organizations essentially have data in their predefined and standard
format. The only textual translation is not sufficing the need of MT as it is incomplete unless
it is in a desired usable format. A task is accomplished if it fulfills these pre-requisites
because the rapid technology change has made us available with many file formats. For
facilitating all the phases of the localization process, the file format serves as a container for
data. This externalized data needs to be interchanged between localization tools and software
services providers in order. Here, we are discussing few file formats which are widely used
for general documentation. XLIFF can rebuild most of the documents. But document formats
in translated layout require fixes to some stage. XML, RTF and HTML are the formats that
usually require very few adjustments after translation. Fig. 1 shows RTF and HTML file
formats with different tags used for basic formatting.
Rich Text Format [16] generally known as RTF is a proprietary document file format
developed by Microsoft Corporation[4] and supported by many word processors. It can be
considered a universal word-processing format as it can be used for cross-platform document
interchange. However, unlike plain text, it retains basic formatting information, like font sizes
and styles and also includes many other formattings like bold, italic, underline, colors, etc. It
is beneficial in terms of usability, comprehension, beautification, daily purpose official
document. The HTML[2] tags are not visible on the browser, but it structures the website to
interpret the content of the page in a required format.
Nagpur is Orange City
Nagpur<bold> is<size> Orange City<colour>

Figure 1. Formatting tags in RTF and HTML files
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<bold>

<colour>

<size>

Figure 2. Rebuilt formatted tags with translated output

Here, the source sentence text is formatted in various tags as per the user requirement. To
make a complete usable transformation of the source text into the target text, translation
output should retain the format in translated target text which was present in the source.
Fig. 2 shows RTF and HTML files after rebuilding with translated output text. Here as we
can see the word order of lexicons in target output is shuffled from that of the source
sentence. This maintainability gets more complicated when it comes to the retention of this
translated text which belongs to different grammar families, English and Indian Languages in
our case. Fig. 3 shows how translation shuffles text which makes work intricate.

Figure 3. Translation shuffles in the Indian language

A careful planning strategy can overcome this and ensure that you can meet your
operational requirements to retain translated documents in original formats. We need a
standard file format that aims to hide the complexity of source file formats from translators
and tool providers. Here, we are proposing XLIFF as a solution. The purpose of XLIFF along
with its different components [5] is to define through XML terminologies, a mechanism that
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has an extensible specification for the interchange of localization information. At this level, it
has become mandatory to carry the localizable data without losing information from one step
to other across participants. XLIFF provides competence to capture the mark up localizable
data and exchange and use information with different processes or phases without loss of that
information. It allows the development of tools that are compatible with the implementer’s
own proprietary data formats and workflow requirements. In Multilingual Machine
Translation System for Indian Languages, the input text specified differs from the translated
text immensely. The MTS based on TAG [18] parser and generator trees state dependencies
between nodes of trees. In TAG formalism there is a derivation tree for each derivation
acquired. This tree contains nodes for the initial and auxiliary trees and edges for adjunctions
and substitutions taken place in the process. Thus this constrained mathematical formalism
supports the development of lexicalized grammar using these sets of trees. In such kind of
system, the need for segregation of translatable text becomes imperative. XLIFF contributes
highly to storing the contents, i.e. the translations are captured rather than the formalization.

4. Proposed system

Figure 4. Flowchart for XLIFF format in MT system

This proposed system specifies a tool, which is independent and standardized for
localization and supporting its process. Apart from having a Machine Translation component
in it, it has two main parts as Format Extraction and Format Rebuilding. The main process of
this system is divided into three steps: input format extraction, machine translation and
rebuilding of the output format.
Here the process of machine translation is carried out by a rule based approach which
consists of a collection of rules called grammatical rules, translated lexicons and software
programs that will practice these rules. Rules play a vital role in distinct phases of the
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translation mechanism. This includes syntactic practicing, semantic analysis and contextual
practicing of the translatable language. These phases can be measured in many ways but rule
based approach can deeply analyze syntax and semantic levels which is mandatory in Indian
language grammars. The translation is done by pattern matching of rules. Language
understanding is carried out based on knowledge and reasoning. To compute the logical form,
grammatical rules are used and further these rules are used to undergo parsing and generation
processes using the elementary tree sets and appropriate lexicons from language dictionaries
respectively. The rules are independent of language so this set of patterns can be applicable
for various Indian languages. This ultimately leads to translated output which is generated in
user-specified language. This translated output is used for the rebuilding of the source file
which is converted to XLIFF to rebuilt it in the required format. To accelerate the activity of
the online translation system process we used Translation Memory (TM), which is a database
of the Input source text and its corresponding Output target text. Machine Translation is a
sluggish and complex task that is very time-consuming so speeding up such a system
becomes essential. Thus we introduced TM which executes at the backend in this MT system.
This TM stores the source text in the form of sentence ID which is a mathematical calculation
of ASCII values of characters including summation of language ID and Domain ID which are
again ASCII values of respective language and domain where the user is working for
translation. A lookup is performed in Translation Memory (TM) while every input takes
place. This avoids the re-parsing and re-generation of every already generated sentence. This
TM match allows us to use similar sentences again and again without going through all the
generation modules. A large file is taken as an input to MTS to cover many TAG parsing and
generation of sentences to get the outputs of respective inputs for storing in TM. Translation
Memory (TM) plays an important role in the MTS system as the processing of each sentence
even on repetition requires more memory and time.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the flowchart for our tool of format extraction and retention process
using XLIFF in Machine Translation System from English to Indian Languages. Users can
upload data in a proprietary format with a valid extension. To render translation in the
expected target Indian language user need to select the target language for translating the
source text. File type identification is done to keep the original file format and source
localization related data is extracted from the file and given for translation.

Figure 5. Architecture of XLIFF format in MT system
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The XLIFF file initially contains just the source text and after processing, the translation
for each segment is added to the file. We extract the various segments into an XLIFF file and
put unique identifiers as placeholders. XLIFF provides rich semantic tags and can be used in
many different ways, but still provide a consistent structure that is conducive to
interoperability between tools. Fig. 5 illustrates the architectural view of XLIFF format
extraction and rebuilding in a machine translation system.
In the filtering process, the Input Format Extraction module converts the source document
to plain text. In this process, it extracts all the relevant information like file headers,
formatting tags and extra spaces and stores for future retention purposes. This filtered
translatable text is then stored in an XMLized document called XLIFF_Doc as shown in Fig.
6. XLIFF_Doc provides a standard format and all important translation tools support to
accomplish these exchanges. It provides a mechanism to generate localized files from an
XML format, as presented in [12]. The <trans-unit> tag contains a <source> and <target>
element. This translatable text is sent for translation to chosen Machine Translation System.
These translated outputs are reinserted into original format documents.

Figure 6. Information stored in XLIFF_Doc

In the merging process, the Output Format Rebuilding module retains the file format after
getting the final translated output. It uses machine-translated output text and format
information stored during input format extraction. The output of the rebuilding module would
be a translated file with the original input format or format as per the user’s requirement.
The proposed system is independent of the formalism used in the MT system. Here in this
experiment, we have used a rule based machine translation system. Being belong to a
divergent language family, the word order among source and target languages differ widely.
The rule based MT System is capable to maintain the linkage of the target corresponding to
source tokens. To uphold this, linguistic morphological knowledge, syntactic rules and
semantic analysis corresponding to the source and target languages take place. Analyzer for
structure analysis of source sentence has been identified using a natural language parser.
Target language gets generated with a Natural language generator using transfer grammar
linkage. This mapping has been maintained at the sentence level and token level of source and
target language during the process.

5. Machine Translation System (MTS)
Every MTS requires software programs to perform translations and grammars and
automatic dictionaries that will support translations. The ideal aim of every MTS is to
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generate the best and appropriate possible translation of a given source sentence without any
human assistance. This is achieved by some variations that take place at various stages. The
quality of generated output can be improved by pre-editing the source text or input text. Preediting is nothing but compensating the input text by marking some clause boundaries,
prefixes, suffixes and inserting some pre-processing rules which will simplify the input for
the system to understand. Controlling the vocabulary is also one of the ways which may give
a fine quality to the translated output. Post-editing is done to make the output perfect which
also means the synthesis of the generated output. This provides semantic to the generated
target output sentence.
This is a web-based MT application that is developed for a specific domain. The various
phases include interdependent modules such as pre-processing, pre-parser, TAG based parser
and generator, morphological analyzer and synthesizer. In the pre-processing module, we
analyze the input source text lexicons using lexical analysis. This analysis isolates the text
into different paragraphs, paragraphs into different sentences and sentences into
words(lexicons). Named Entity Recognition (NER) rules[24] are used for performing basic
chunking of these lexicons along with phrase marking which involve linguistic heuristics. In
the pre-parser module, the lexicons are classified known as Part of Speech (POS). This is
known as a POS tagger. Here tagging of lexicons is done which are linguistic categories of
words or lexical items. This is given based on the semantic and morphological behavior of the
word. This POS tagging is parsed and generated using TAG. The TAG parser syntactically
and semantically assembles this category-tagged source sentence sequence and converts it to
derivation tree format which has all the elementary tree sets. The category sequence generated
is independent of words in the source sentence and thus can be reused for input sentences that
have similar category sequences. The category sequence is adjusted according to the input
derivation structure and output derived tree [23].
In terms of the selection of trees, TAG parsing and generation involves consequential
complexity of calculation of substitution and adjunction of trees on one another. The
complexity of the parsing algorithm in TAG is O(n6) based on time and it is O(n4) based on
space concerning the length of the source text [18]. A compiled sequence thus generated is
given to the TAG generator to interpret the lexicons of the target language for a generation.
Subsequently, further smoothening of output for fluency is carried out by a language
synthesizer module. Here the derived structure is given for lexicalization with the target
language lexicons. A bunch of linguistic rules is applied to this lexicalized derived structure
to give grammatical meaning which will generate a refined target output. Let us see an
example of the above translation steps in MTS when an English sentence is given as a source
sentence for translation.
A. Input Sentence: The best time to visit Jaipur city is between October and March.
B. Pre-Processed Output: 0=The 1=best-time 2=to 3=visit 4=Jaipur-city 5=is 6=between
7=October 8=and 9=March
C. Pre-Parsed Source Sentence Structure: 0=The-best-time=NN 1=to-visit=VB 2=Jaipurcity=NN 3=is=VBZ 4=between=RP 5=October=NN 6=and=CC 7=March==NN
D. Generated Lexicalized Target Sequence: 2=NN=जयपुर-शहर 1=VB=घूमने-के-लिए
0=NN=सर्वोत्तम समय 5=NN=अक्टूबर 6=CC=और 7=NN=मार्च 4=RP=के-बीर् 3=VBZ=है
Here in the above example, as said earlier during pre-processing the long input sentence is
segmented into short sentences and punctuation marks if any are fixed with the use of
delimiters also the material not required for translation is blocked. Blocking the inappropriate
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material proves very fruitful for getting a successful translation. Part Of Speech (POS)
category of each token (word) is given to get category sequence in the pre-parser module
which is the pre-parsed structure of the sentence. This structure is the input of the generator
module where the target category sequence is generated. This structure is generated using
TAG parsing formalism. This category sequence analyzes each token along with their
respective categories and outputs a lexicalized target structure sequence. Post-editing which is
also known as synthesis is done to assure the translation quality along with grammatical
improvements. This process induces grammatically meaningful sentences. This online
translation engine generated output is passed on for rebuilding in the user specified format
which is processed via XLIFF format.

6. Translation memory for machine translation (TM) database
XLIFF is a format for transacting between content and respective files used for localization
if we stand for XMLized Localization Interchange File Format. The translatable text is
separated into the localizable unit which is the text which undergoes translation. Translation
memory enables the translation of segments which include sentences, phrases, or paragraphs
present in documents to be searched for the segments in the database to replace directly the
translated target text despite undergoing the stages of translation. This is beneficial for large
data translations.
Translation memory is built by storing source text with its corresponding target text while
first time translation. The source text is given a sentence ID which is numeric calculus of
ASCII character of every character in the source string which also succeeds with language ID
which is again mathematical calculation of ASCII character of every character in language
string.

Figure 7. Flowchart for MT system using TM

This sentence ID along with source text and its corresponding target text is stored in the
database. Whenever the segments get repeated this sentence ID is matched for check and its
existence provides target text without going for all phases of the translation system.
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Above [Figure 7] shows the flowchart of the MT System using Translation Memory. The
workflow changes drastically as the source sentence gets direct target text i.e translated output
of required target language after performing the lookup if the source-target sentence pair is
stored in DB while first execution. The lookup is performed using sentence ID which is
calculated for source sentence using ASCII code of each character and language ID which is
again calculated using ASCII code of target language selected. This sentence ID is the
summation of this code which stays unique for similar sentences. The parsing and generation
steps are followed in the only condition if the input source sentence or segments of the same
are not present in the TM of the database. This has accelerated the system which is the
primary requirement of an online machine translation system.

7. Experiments and result
We have designed and implemented a Graphical User Interface of a conversion tool as
shown in Fig. 8 developed in Java using NetBeans IDE [10]. It automates and thus accelerates
the process of file format extraction to re-format translated data using XLIFF. The user
uploads the input file in the desired data format. This file is converted to XLIFF by selecting
the conversion mode after translation into the target language. This tool provides the facility
of conversion of file format to XLIFF and XLIFF to file format. The user selects the desired
conversion mode and file format to send the file for machine translation. Machine Translation
System goes through various pre-post and parsing-generation modules where rules play a key
role which is based on the grammatical linguistic study.
The translation takes place through Machine Translation System (MTS) using Tree
Adjoining Grammar (TAG) which is a Rule Based Machine Translation technique. We have
also included the translation memory mechanism in this tool at the back end. The translation
process provides output in the selected target language by the user. This MTS system can
translate text to 8 Indian Languages including Hindi, Marathi, Oriya, Urdu, Tamil, Bengali,
Gujarati and Bodo. As a grammatical study in Indian languages vary the rules depend and
differ for every individual language. The patterns implemented based on these rules are
matched and a sequence of the category is generated. This generated sequence is lexicalized
which

Figure 8. GUI for format conversion tool
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produces the target output. This targeted output is transformed into an XLIFF file. The
translated file acquires the original format of the source file using extracted tag of the source
file. While retaining user has to again select the conversion mode to convert the file from
XLIFF to the required format. The translated XLIFF file will get converted to the original
format or specified format in document type with formatting and styling present in the
original input file. The text area provided in the tool visualizes the input original file data to
the user before translation. This file can also be edited in this text area before proceeding it
for the translation process. XLIFF format also gives the flexibility to retain a file in a different
format than the original format. The experiment has been done on RTF, HTML, and XLS file
formats. The conversion tool is capable to retain font color, font size, font features like bold,
underline, italic. It can handle tables, images and header/footer format of the document.
Indentation, justification, bulletins, indexing, paragraph and page formatting is also being
retained after translation. The Format Conversion Tool retains various formats using XLIFF
and has made rebuilding the translation of Indian languages a smooth process.

English

Gujarati

Hindi

Urdu

Figure 9. Example of RTF tags extraction and rebuilding in Hindi and Urdu language respectively

As mentioned above, the formats like page, column, paragraph, font color, size and style
have been retained as shown in [Figure 9] for RTF. Here, the input file is in RTF format as
shown in ‘English’ [Figure 9]. This file is extracted and translatable data or text from the
original document was taken for translation. Special programs called filters separate text and
design. The non-translatable data which comes in the formatting part or designing part was
stored in a skeleton file. Each translatable text fragment is reserved in a translation unit
element called <trans-unit> in an XLIFF file. Skeleton had the mark of the id attribute of
translation unit which simplified the mapping between skeleton and XLIFF file.
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The filter intricacy is on which format is been parsed. As in the above example, RTF files
have many tags to handle and retain as compared to an HTML file. The XML is a well
documented format so XLIFF being an XML application can be said to be very clear, concise
and practical informal specification. The translated XLIFF file after translation is ready to
merge with the skeleton file based on special marks. If the translation does not take place for
the segment, or if the translation which was included is not approved, the data in <source> tag
or element is used as it is. After the insertion of every mark present in the XLIFF file, the
skeleton file now becomes the translated document. Most documents require post fixation in
the original document, whereas HTML, RTF and XML are formats that comparatively require
very few post translation arrangements. Moreover, the Indian language itself varies in their
structure so post fixation in such cases becomes mandatory. This also increases the
complexity of filters. Thus translating a document using XLIFF as an intermediate file
format.
XLIFF benefits with a set of mechanisms for pre-translations, modifications and diversity
recording. It also supports widely binary objects like bitmap, icon, etc to be reserved along
with the text. These advantages make RTF rebuilding an easy process in any target language.
As all word processors and many other programs can read and excess RTF texts and
documents easily this file format is majorly used. We have extracted data from the RTF file
and rebuilt it after translation in different Indian languages. We had translated the English file
in Gujarati, Hindi and Urdu languages and retained the formatting and styling of the original
source file as shown in [Figure 9] above.

English

Hindi

Bengali

Tamil

Figure 10. Example of HTML tags extraction and rebuilding of Bengali, Hindi and Tamil languages
respectively
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Format retention is more beneficial when it is used for website conversion as it provides
the original look and feel of the web portal to the general mass in their desired language. Fig.
10 shows Format Retention of English webpage to Bengali, Hindi and Tamil Languages for
HTML format. Lack of standards and Unicode operability and support is still a crucial aspect
of Indian languages. XLIFF is a simple XML format and is used more or less solely for
translation. Even though it is a recommended multi-platform open-source editor from the
translation toolkit, it certainly has some pros and cons. XLIFF’s structure needs to have
increased simplicity, modularization, clarification of necessary metadata, and better workflow
control. However, offline translators need to get familiar with the new tools.

8. Conclusion
XLIFF tenders a wide range of features that ease the storage of metadata consociated with
the localization process. Particularly, it allows translation customers to provide their source
data text with an optional set of contextual information, Translation Memory, reusable
translations, font information, maximum text length, identifier and type of resource, notes and
many other types of data. XLIFF is much more versatile, flexible and influential than any
current format used by commercial translation or localization tools. In addition, the upcoming
version will offer many ways to extend and customize it.
This paper has presented a technology to retain the format of the document after translating
from the English Language to Indian Languages using XLIFF as an intermediate file format.
We have also introduced machine translation techniques for Indian Languages using TAG
formalism and intermediate modules of the same and also translation memory to speed up the
process of parsing and generation which proves the benefits of non-execution of the tedious
processes for every repeating sentence. It has also explained all the series of the process with
simple examples. XLIFF is a solution that can be extended to support other formats to provide
the translation completely.
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